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COULISSE CORDLESS SHADE MOUNTING AND STRINGING INSTRUCTIONS 

With the shade on the table back facing up, mount your headrail to your shade with the spring 
on the right side Indicated by the stick on dot. If it’s a reverse mount the spring is on the left. 
String your shade as usual. With the dust board sitting flat and the tube straight up bring 
string under tube and over the top and knot onto the clip. Attach your clip to the top of the 
tube about 2” away from the ring line making sure that the clips are not all going in the same 
direction. This prevents the shade from skewing to one side. If using a pull ring wrap the pull 
ring cord an extra time around the tube. 

STEPS TO ADJUST YOUR SHADE 

Once your shade is strung, mounted and hanging on a stand, facing the back of the shade the 
SPRING side will be on the left and the STOP side will be on the right. 

Release the spring to raise the shade by pulling and releasing gently on a couple of the middle 
cords. Raise shade to desired height 

If the shade stops before the desired height the STOP will need to be adjusted. Release the 
STOP by turning wheel on the STOP side toward you (counter clockwise)from the top a few 
turns. Repeat until you reach your desired height. 

Once desired height is reached turn the STOP wheel away from you (clockwise) from the top 
until it stops. This locks in the height.  
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To INCREASE tension, with the shade in the up position turn the wheel on the SPRING side 
toward you (clockwise)from the top. 

To DECREASE tension turn the wheel away from you (counter clockwise) from the top 

If the shade needs to be slightly adjusted in the down position because the spring catches a 
little higher than desired rotate the wheel on the SPRING side toward you to adjust 

Remember The Coulisse Absolute Cordless Roller system does not need a lot of tension to 
operate smoothly. 

SPRING ASSEMBLY visit Coulisse Cordless Headrail on you tube 

SPRING CUT DOWN visit Shortening a Coulisse Spring on you tube 


